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(57) ABSTRACT 

There are disclosed improved methods, Systems, and com 
puter program products for enhancing query optimization. 
More particularly, it relates to dynamically Selecting alter 
native query access plans. 
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DYNAMICALLY SELECTING ALTERNATIVE 
QUERYACCESS PLANS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. The present invention is related to the following 
copending and commonly assigned U.S. patent applications: 
ROC920030044US1 (Ser. No. 10/787,722); and, 
ROC920030051US1 (Ser. No. 10/787,639) which are incor 
porated herein by reference and made a part hereof. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates generally to 
improved methods, Systems, and computer program prod 
ucts for optimizing query processing. More particularly, it 
relates to optimizing query processing by dynamically 
Selecting alternative query access plans in executing queries. 
0003. In typical database querying, query optimizers 
operate to Specify query access or execution plans. Structure 
Query Language (SQL) queries express what results are 
requested, but not how the results should be obtained. To 
implement an SQL Statement, a query optimizer is respon 
Sible for transforming the SQL Statement into a query acceSS 
or execution plan composed of Specific implementations. 
The query optimizer can Select a query acceSS or execution 
plan for a So-called best method of accessing the data in the 
database. Typically, this Selection is done by generating 
many different join order Strategies, evaluating the proceSS 
ing time of each, and selecting an access plan which can 
obtain an optimal querying, preferably, within an estimated 
run time. The access plan would also take into account a 
combination of optimization data including, but not limited 
to, an estimated amount of computational overhead, the 
number of physical Input/Output (“I/O”) operations, the 
execution time, and cost. Known optimizers function to 
manage query executions in the foregoing fashion. Never 
theless, producing an optimal access plan for any given SQL 
query Statement is a complex problem. 
0004 Presently, there are no known approaches for 
dynamically Selecting alternative query access plans based 
on additional computer resources being available. Moreover, 
there are no known approaches for dynamically Selecting 
alternative query access plans based on Such plans being 
Significantly better than original query access plans as a 
result of the available additional computing resources. In 
addition, there are no approaches, whereby Such resources to 
be available are dynamically available from logically parti 
tioned and/or grid environments. 
0005 Accordingly, there are needs for methods, systems, 
and computer program products for dynamically Selecting 
alternative query access plans based on additional computer 
resources being available. In addition, there are needs for 
methods, Systems, and computer program products for 
dynamically Selecting alternative query access plans based 
on Such plans being Significantly better than original query 
access plans as a result of the available additional computing 
resources. Furthermore, there are needs for methods, SyS 
tems, and computer program products, whereby Such addi 
tional resources are dynamically available from logically 
partitioned and/or grid environments. 
0006 Without such needs being satisfied, the true poten 
tial for optimizing query processing will not be entirely 
Satisfied. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0007. The present invention provides enhanced methods, 
Systems, and computer program products for dynamically 
Selecting alternative query access based on the availability 
of additional computer resources being allocated for running 
queries without negative effect and that overcome many of 
the disadvantages of prior art. 
0008. The present invention provides improvements in 
methods, Systems, and computer program products for 
dynamically Selecting alternative query access plans based 
on them being Significantly better than original query access 
plans as a result of the additional computer resources being 
allocated. 

0009. The present invention provides improvements in 
methods, Systems, and computer program products whereby 
the resources allocated to provide for the Significantly better 
query access plans are dynamically Selected from logically 
partitioned and/or grid environments. 
0010. The present invention provides improvements in 
methods, Systems, and computer program products wherein 
the Significantly better query access plans are based on at 
least a monitored parameter of an alternative query acceSS 
plan exceeding a monitored parameter of the original query 
access plan. 
0011. These and other features and aspects of the present 
invention will be more fully understood from the following 
detailed description of the preferred embodiments, which 
should be read in light of the accompanying drawings. It 
should be understood that both the foregoing generalized 
description and the following detailed description are exem 
plary, and are not restrictive of the invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0012 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an environment 
having a provider of computing Services through a grid 
environment, in accordance with the present invention. 
0013 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a computer system in 
accordance with one of the preferred embodiments. 
0014 FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating logical 
components in a logically partitioned computer System. 
0015 FIG. 4 represents an exemplary flow diagram 
illustrating the determining of alternative query access 
plans. 
0016 FIG. 5 represents an exemplary flow diagram for 
allocating resources to a computer System, according to one 
embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0017. The present invention provides enhanced methods, 
Systems, and computer program products for dynamically 
Selecting alternative query access plans. 
0018 Referring now to FIG. 1, a data processing envi 
ronment 100 is illustrated in which the present invention is 
practiced. Generally, the data processing environment 100 
includes a provider computer System 102 and a plurality of 
one or more computer systems 116-116 (collectively 116). 
The provider computer system 102 is illustratively embod 
ied as a Server computer with respect to the System users 
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(client) computer Systems 116. Although all computers are 
illustrated as Singular entities, in practice the provider com 
puter system 102 and the client computer systems 116 may 
all be a network of computers configured to perform various 
functions, including those described herein. Further, the 
terms “client” and “server” are utilized merely for conve 
nience and not by way of limitation. AS Such, the users 
computer systems 116, which may be clients relative to the 
provider computer System 102, in Some regards, may them 
Selves be servers relative to one or more other clients (not 
shown). 
0019. The provider computer system 102 and the com 
puter systems 116 communicate through a network 106. The 
provider computer System 102 provides access to a grid 
computing environment 104. Access to various resources 
within the grid computing environment may also be pro 
vided by different service providers (not shown). The grid 
environment 104 may contain a plurality of different com 
puting resources 120-120 (collectively 120). The grid 
computing environment 104 may include parallel and dis 
tributed computing Systems that enable sharing, Selection, 
and aggregation of geographically distributed resources at 
runtime depending on their availability, capability, perfor 
mance, cost, and/or user's quality of Service requirements. 
The grid computing environment 104 may be a network 
including diverse hardware and/or Software computing 
resources. These resources may be allocated and accessible 
through a network medium Such as, the Internet, to a wide 
variety of users and may be shared between them. 
0020. In an exemplary embodiment, the network 106 
may be any one of Several Suitable through which informa 
tion may be transferred, Such as, a local area network 
(LAN), or a wide area network (WAN), or the like. The 
provider computer System 102 may be configured with a 
hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) server 122 for servicing 
requests from browser programs residing on the computer 
systems 116. The HTTP server 122 and the browser pro 
grams provide convenient and well-known Software com 
ponents for establishing a network connection (e.g., a TCP/ 
IP connection) via the network 106. The network may 
include portions of a Web Services environment. 
0021 Referring back to the provider computer system 
102, it may be configured with a grid manager 108 that 
requests grid resources for the computer Systems 116. In an 
exemplary embodiment, the grid manager 108 manages 
routing requests from the computer Systems 116 to the 
appropriate resources of the grid computing. Such a grid 
computing System is described in copending and commonly 
assigned patent application Ser. No. 10/659,976 filed on 
May 2, 2003, and is incorporated herein by reference and 
made a part hereof. Some of the requests are fulfilled on a 
fixed fee basis or a fee basis dependent on at least a 
parameter (e.g., time) whereby fees are charged dependant 
on the time needed to process, for example a query program 
request and/or return a response. The grid manager 108 also 
monitors progress of the requests by keeping track of time 
spent on a particular request and calculating an estimated 
cost of processing. Although, the manager 108 is shown as 
a single entity, it should be noted that it may be represen 
tative of different functions implemented by different soft 
ware and/or hardware components within the provider com 
puter System 102. The pricing of the processing costS is 
determined with respect to any variety of pricing criteria 
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including, for example, time-based criteria, request-type or 
class criteria, priority criteria, historical information, System 
user identification criteria, and combinations thereof. These 
pricing criteria are applied to define pricing Schedules that 
the grid manager 108 may access to calculate a cost for a 
request. In one embodiment, pricing criteria is defined in 
Service contracts 112 stored in a database 110. The database 
may utilize a database management system (DBMS) 121, 
such as DB2TM, that is commercially available from Inter 
national Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y. The 
database 110 may also contain historical data (HD) 124 that 
include a log of requests received and processed in the past, 
with the corresponding amount of resources utilized and the 
time taken to process various aspects of the programs. A 
Service contract (SC) may exist for each contractual System 
user of the provider computer System 102 (i.e., each System 
user with whom the provider computer system 102 has 
entered into a legal agreement). In another embodiment, 
pricing criteria may be specified in generic pricing Schedules 
(PS) 114 for system users who do not have contractual 
agreements with the Service provider. Different generic 
pricing schedules 114 may exist for a variety of different 
pricing criteria including those mentioned above (e.g., 
request-time criteria, request-type or class criteria, priority 
criteria, historical information, System user identification 
criteria, and combinations thereof). 
0022 Historical information may also serve as criteria for 
determining pricing and resource allocation Schedules when 
considering a particular implementation as will be 
described. Pricing Schedules may exist that take into account 
a combination of the one or more pricing and resource 
allocation criteria. The historical data 124 may be searched 
to determine whether a similar or Same request as the request 
being considered has been processed in the past. If a similar 
request is located in the historical data, the information 
about resources utilized, time and costs taken to process the 
request may be utilized to Select resources for affecting a 
different query access plan. Of course, each of the criteria 
mentioned above are optional, and may or may not be 
utilized in determining pricing and resource allocation 
Schedules, in different embodiments, for Selecting alterna 
tive optimal query access plans. 
0023 Reference is made to FIG. 2 for illustrating a 
computer System 116, Such as an eServer iSeries computer 
System commercially available from International BusineSS 
Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y. It will be appreciated 
that other computer Systems are envisioned for use in 
implementing the present invention and that the illustrated 
embodiment is exemplary of but one. The computer System 
116 comprises one or more processors 130a-n (collectively, 
130) that are connected to a main memory 140, a mass 
storage interface 150, a display interface 160, a network 
interface 170, and a plurality of I/O slots 180. A system bus 
125 interconnects these components. Although only a single 
buS is illustrated, those skilled in the art will appreciate that 
the present invention may utilize multiple buses. Each one 
of the processors may be constructed from one or more 
microprocessors and/or integrated circuits. The processors 
execute program instructions in the main memory. The mass 
Storage interface 150 is utilized to connect to mass Storage 
devices, such as a direct access storage device (DASD) 155, 
for example a suitable CD RW drive, to a computer system. 
The display interface 160 is utilized to directly connect one 
or more displays 165 to the computer system 116. The 
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displays 165 may be non-intelligent terminals or fully pro 
grammable workstations. The network interface 170 is uti 
lized to connect other computer Systems and/or WorkStations 
175 to the computer system 116 across a network. It is 
pointed out that the present invention applies no matter how 
many computer Systems and/or WorkStations may be con 
nected to other computer Systems and/or WorkStations and 
regardless of the network connection technology that is 
utilized. 

0024. The main memory 140 contains data 141 that may 
be read or written by any of the processors 130 or any other 
device that may access the main memory. The main memory 
140 may include an operating System 142, a query optimizer 
144, and a query managing module or mechanism 146. The 
main memory 140 stores programs and data that the pro 
ceSSor may access and execute. The operating System 142 
may be a multitasking operating system, such as OS/400TM, 
AIXTM, LinuxTM, or other Suitable kind. Those skilled in the 
art will appreciate that the Spirit and Scope of the present 
invention is not limited to any one operating System(s). The 
operating System 142 includes applications for operating the 
System. Included in the memory is the query manager 
module or mechanism 146 which may reside in main 
memory 140, or, as is known, may reside elsewhere. 
0.025 The query managing module or mechanism 146 
dynamically manages the optimizer's query access plans. 
The query managing module or mechanism 146 evaluates at 
least a predefined or key parameter of the first or initial 
access plan for determining if alternative query access plan 
are significantly better, and then dynamically allocating 
additional computer resources if Such additional resources 
are available. 

0.026 Referring to FIG. 3, one specific implementation 
of a logically partitioned computer system 200 includes N 
logical partitions, with each logical partition executing its 
own respective operating System. In FIG. 3, logical parti 
tions 225AN (collectively 225) are shown executing their 
respective operating Systems 226AN (collectively 226). The 
operating System 226 in each logical partition may be the 
Same as the operating System in other partitions, or may be 
a completely different operating System. Thus, one partition 
can run the OS/400 operating system, while a different 
partition can run another instance of OS/400, possibly a 
different release. The operating Systems in the logical par 
titions could even be different from OS/400, provided it is 
compatible with the hardware. The logical partitions 225 are 
managed by a partition manager 240. One example of 
suitable partition manager 240 is known as a “Hypervisor' 
that is commercially available from International BusineSS 
Machine Corporation. The partition manager 240 manages 
resources 250, shown in FIG.3 as resource 250. AS used in 
the present application, a "resource” as used in this invention 
may be any hardware or Software or combination thereof 
that may be controlled by partition manager 240. Examples 
of hardware resources include processors, memory, and hard 
disk drives. Examples of Software resources include a data 
base, internal communications (Such as a logical LAN), or 
applications (Such as word processors, e-mail, etc.). The 
partition manager 240 controls which resources 250 may be 
allocated/de-allocated by the logical partitions 225. A 
resource, once made available to the partition manager 240, 
is categorized as an available resource 260 if it has not yet 
been assigned to a logical partition, is categorized as a 
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shared resource 270 if multiple logical partitions may access 
the resource, and is categorized as a dedicated resource 
280 (collectively 280) if it has been exclusively assigned A-N 

to a logical partition. 
0027. The exemplary steps of a query managing method 
400 of this invention are illustrated in FIG. 4. Essentially, it 
is implemented by the data processing system 100 and the 
query managing mechanism or module 146. As a result, 
improved performances of query executions are achieved by 
Selecting alternative query access plans which are, prefer 
ably, Significantly better than an original query access plan. 
In addition, additional resources are dynamically added to 
the dynamically Selected alternative query access plans. 
0028. In step 402, the query managing method 400 starts. 
In block 404, a query event is obtained for query execution 
in accordance with the present embodiment. In the Event to 
Optimize block 406, a decision is made as to whether or not 
this query is to be optimized or not. Factors involved in this 
decision may include determining not to optimize a query 
access plan after reviewing historical data concerning Such 
a plan or Similar plan to determine that it uses a minimal 
amount of resources (e.g., computing time). Besides com 
puting time other Similar factors may be used. If the decision 
in the Event to Optimize block 406 is negative (i.e., No) then 
the query managing method 400 returns to the Get Event 
block 404 for another query event. If the decision in the 
Event to Optimize block 406 is affirmative (i.e., Yes) then 
the process in the block 408 follows in which the query 
managing method 400 collects Statistics from the data pro 
cessing system 100 that may be used for purposes of 
generating query access plans. The collected data include 
statistics covering system memory, CPU, I/O devices 
memory, bit maps, indexes, etc, and other factors used for 
generating query execution plans. 
0029. In a Decide on Access Plan block 410 which 
follows, the query optimizer, as is known, generates a 
particular query acceSS or execution plan. The query acceSS 
plan (e.g., Plan 1) is selected and is intended to implement 
processing of the query being evaluated with the resources 
that are currently available. Following the steps of the 
Decide on Access Plan block 410, the process proceeds to Is 
Available Resource block 412. 

0030. In the Is Resource Available block 412, a decision 
is made as to whether available computer resources are 
available from, for example, a grid or partitioned environ 
ment for when the query is run against the database. The 
additional computer resources available (e.g., CPU) may be 
Selected in preconfigured additional increments and/or based 
on cost by the cost usage module 147 which will predict the 
cost of the additional resources and may compare it to user 
preferences as to whether the additional resources may be 
utilized. If No is the decision in the Is Resource Available 
block 412, then the query managing method 400 proceeds to 
a Return to Access Plan 1 block 414. Thereafter, the query 
managing method 400 then Exits in the block 416, whereby 
the original query acceSS Plan 1 is to be processed. Alter 
natively, should the decision in the Is Additional Resource 
Available block 412 be Yes, then the query managing 
method 400 proceeds to Add or Allocate Resources to 
Algorithms block 418. 
0031. In the Add Additional Resources to Algorithms 
block 418, known optimizer algorithms are utilized for 
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generating alternative access plans. The optimizer algo 
rithms may incorporate valuations of the additional available 
computer resources determined in the block 416 for gener 
ating the alternative query access plans. The valuations of 
the additional computer System resources cover System 
memory, CPU, I/O devices memory, bit maps, indexes, etc, 
and other factors used for generating query execution plans. 
The resulting alternative query access plans are to be evalu 
ated Subsequently, as will be described. Typically, the more 
memory and/or CPU available for running a query the more 
improved the query access plan will be. For example, with 
more memory and/or CPU, a resulting query access plan will 
result in faster query execution times. Following the adding 
of the additional resources to the algorithm Steps performed 
in the block 418, the query managing method 400 proceeds 
to Decide on Alternative Access Plan block 420. 

0032. In the Decide on Alternative Access Plan block 
420, the optimizer may generate alternative query acceSS 
plans based on the computer resource valuations of the 
available resources including the additional resources. The 
alternative query access plan that is Selected in the block 420 
essentially modifies the first query access plan (Plan 1). In 
this regard, the same key parameters used by the optimizer 
for generating the initial or first query access plan are 
utilized here for generating the alternative query access plan. 
The same key data may be related to optimization data, Such 
as memory, CPU, I/O’s, query execution time or the like. 
Typically, the more memory and CPU available for running 
a query the more improved the query access plan will be. For 
example, with more memory and/or CPU, a resulting query 
access plan will result in faster query execution times. 
0033. The alternative query access plan that is selected is 
forwarded to the Is Plan Significantly Better block 422. In 
the Is Plan Significantly Better block 422, a comparison is 
made as to whether or not the new alternative query acceSS 
plan is significantly better than the original. Specifically, the 
determination is based on a comparison of the query related 
parameters, Such as if query execution time of the alternative 
query access plan is better by a preconfigured amount (e.g., 
greater than) than that of query access Plan 1. In one 
preferred embodiment, the decision is Yes, if the new 
alternative query access plan runs at a query execution time 
that is faster than the query execution time of Plan 1. For 
example, the query execution time is predicted to be 15 
Seconds with Plan 1, and the alternative query access plan 
may run the query in 2 seconds. While the value of the 
parameter of Plan 1 exceeds the actual numerical value of 
the new query access plan, the value of the new query acceSS 
plan parameter exceeds that of Plan 1 because a faster 
running query is considered significantly better. The concept 
of what constitutes a better parameter value relative to 
another parameter value is dependent on the type of param 
eter that is selected. Other valuation differentiations may be 
considered applicable as well. For example, other valuations 
may be related to minimizing the amount of memory and/or 
tempspace used. If the determination in the Is Plan Signifi 
cantly Better block 422 is negative (i.e., No) then the 
optimizer returns to the original plan established in the 
Return to Access Plan 1 block 424. 

0034) Following this step, the query managing method 
400 proceeds to the Exit block 416 at which point the query 
managing method 400 terminates and the query may be run. 
Basically, the query managing method 400 collects key data 
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from the available computer resources as Such data relate to 
key query optimizer parameters. The collected data include 
statistics covering system memory, CPU, I/O devices 
memory, bit maps, indexes, etc, and other factors used for 
generating query execution plans. Alternatively, if Yes is the 
decision made in the Is Plan Significantly Better block 422, 
then the query managing method 400 goes to the Add 
resources block 426. FIG. 5 is exemplary of a process for 
implementing the Add resources block 426. 
0035 FIG. 5 illustrates the process 500 of dynamically 
allocating additional computer resources consistent with the 
alternative query access plan generated in the Decide on 
Alternative Access Plan block 420. The allocating additional 
computer resources process 500 commences at Start block 
502. In the Is Stand-alone Machine decision block 504, a 
determination is made as to whether the query processing is 
to be performed on a Stand-alone or unpartitioned computer 
system. If Yes, then an Add or Allocate Additional Resources 
block 506 follows. In the block 506, an algorithm is applied 
to determine an allocation of computer resources value 
related to the amount of resources (e.g., extra CPU, 
memory) that should be allocated to running the query to 
reduce the query execution time to at least a predefined value 
consistent with the new or alternative query access plan. The 
data from the block 506 is forwarded to the alternative query 
access Plan 1 in the block 428. On the other hand, if No, then 
an Is Machine LPAR block 508 follows. 

0036) A determination is made In the Is Machine LPAR 
block 508 as to whether the query processing is to be 
performed on an unpartitioned computer System or not. If 
the determination is No, then the proceSS proceeds to the 
Grid Computes Environment block 510. Alternatively, if the 
decision is Yes, then Can Resource Be Taken block 512 
follows. In the Can Resource Be Taken block 512, a decision 
is made as to whether or not the additional resources to be 
added when the query is to be run are available. In this 
regard, the partition manager determines the timing and 
amount of computer resources that are to be available during 
the actual query running process. In the block 512, the 
determination is made based on availability from other 
logical partitions. If Yes, then the process of block 515 is 
performed in which the partition manager is operated to 
presently shift Such resources from other partitions to the 
requesting partition. Once the determination is made to 
Switch resources it is communicated So as to be available 
when the query is run then block 428 is performed. On the 
other hand, if a No determination is made in block 512, then 
the process of block 514 is performed. In the block 514, a 
determination is made as to whether the process can wait, an 
appropriate time, for additional resources from other parti 
tions before the current query run is negatively impacted. 
The appropriate time may be any Suitable predefined thresh 
old value which if exceeded causes interference with the 
query runtime. If Yes, then block 516 follows in which the 
process waits a predetermined period of time below the 
threshold value before looping back to the block 512. If No, 
then Exit block 518 is performed at which point the Add 
Resource block 426 (FIG. 4) is complete and the process 
500 proceeds to the Return Alternative Access Plan block 
428 (FIG. 4). 
0037 AS noted earlier, if a No decision is decided in the 
block 508, then the steps of a Grid Computer Environment 
block 510 is performed. In the Grid Computer Environment 
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block 510, a decision is made by the grid manager 108 as to 
whether or not the computer Systems of the grid are available 
for running the query running when the query is to be run. 
If a No decision is made, then Exit block 518 follows. 
Alternatively, if a Yes decision is made, then Is ReSource 
Available block 520 follows. 

0038. In the Is Resource Available block 520, a determi 
nation is made as to whether or not resources may be 
obtained from the grid computing environment. If Yes, then 
Add Additional Resources to Query block 522 is performed, 
wherein additional grid resources will be allocated when the 
query is actually run. Alternatively, if the decision in block 
520 is No, then Should We Wait block 524 is performed. In 
the block 524, a determination is made as to whether the 
query can wait for a time before grid resources may be 
allocated. If there is adequate time for waiting, then Wait 
block 526 applies a wait for a predetermined time before 
resubmitting the request to the Should We Wait block 524. 
Alternatively, if the decision in the Should We Wait block 
524 is negative (i.e., No), then the Exit block 528 follows in 
which the process then proceeds to the Return to Alternative 
Access plan block 428 (FIG. 4). From the Return to Alter 
native Access plan block 428, the process proceeds to the 
Exit block 416. 

0039. It will, therefore, be appreciated that the present 
invention provides an improved System, and method for 
improving performance of query executions by Selecting 
alternative query acceSS plans as a function of providing 
additional allocations of computer resources in response 
evaluations of an initial query access plan. 

0040. One aspect of the invention is implemented as a 
program product for use with a computer System or envi 
ronment. The program(s) of the program product defines 
functions of the embodiments (including the methods 
described herein) and may be contained on a variety of 
Signal-bearing media. Illustrative signal-bearing media 
include, but are not limited to: (i) information permanently 
Stored on non-writable storage media (e.g., read-only 
memory devices generally within a computer Such as CD 
ROM disks readable by a CD-ROM drive); (ii) alterable 
information stored on writable storage media (e.g., floppy 
disks generally within a diskette drive or hard-disk drive); 
and (iii) information conveyed to a computer by a commu 
nications medium, Such as through a computer or telephone 
network, including wireleSS communications. The latter 
embodiment Specifically includes information downloaded 
from the Internet and other networks. Such signal-bearing 
media, when carrying computer-readable instructions that 
direct the functions of the present invention, represent 
embodiments of the present invention. 
0041. In general, the routines executed to implement the 
embodiments of the invention, may be part of an operating 
System or a specific application, component, program, mod 
ule, object, or Sequence of instructions. The computer pro 
gram of the present invention typically is comprised of a 
multitude of instructions that will be translated by the native 
computer into a machine-readable format and hence execut 
able instructions. Also, programs are comprised of variables 
and data Structures that either reside locally to the program 
or are found in memory or on Storage devices. In addition, 
various programs described hereinafter may be identified 
based upon the application for which they are implemented 
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in a specific embodiment of the invention. However, it 
should be appreciated that any particular program nomen 
clature utilized is merely for convenience. Thus, the inven 
tion should not be limited to use Solely in any specific 
application identified and/or implied by Such nomenclature. 
0042. The embodiments and examples set forth herein 
were presented to explain best the present invention and its 
practical applications, thereby enabling those skilled in the 
art to make and use the invention. However, those skilled in 
the art will recognize that the foregoing description and 
examples have been presented for the purposes of illustra 
tion and example only. The description Set forth is not 
intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the 
precise forms disclosed. In describing the above-exemplary 
embodiments illustrated in the drawings, Specific terminol 
ogy has been utilized for the sake of clarity. However, the 
invention is not intended to be limited to the Specific terms 
Selected. It is to be understood that each Specific term 
includes all technical equivalents that operate in a similar 
manner to accomplish a similar purpose. Many modifica 
tions and variations are possible in light of the above 
teachings without departing from the Spirit and Scope of the 
appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. Apparatus comprising: 

one or more processors, 

a memory coupled to at least the one processor; 
a query optimizer residing in the memory and operable for 

defining a query access plan; and, 
a manager residing in the memory and executable by the 

at least one processor for evaluating a first query access 
plan for dynamically Selecting an alternative query 
access plan based on additional computer resources 
being available to run the alternative query access plan. 

2. Apparatus comprising: 

one or more processors, 

a memory coupled to at least the one processor; 
a query optimizer residing in the memory and operable for 

defining a query access plan; and, 
a manager residing in the memory and executable by the 

at least one processor for evaluating a first query access 
plan for dynamically Selecting an alternative query 
access plan based on additional computer resources 
being available to run the alternative query access plan, 
and in response to at least a parameter value of the 
alternative query access plan exceeding a parameter 
value of the first query access plan, whereby the 
alternative query access plan is improved over the first 
query access plan. 

3. The apparatus recited in claim 2, wherein the manager 
dynamically adds computer resources for running the 
dynamically Selected alternative query access plan. 

4. The apparatus recited in claim 3, wherein the additional 
computer resources are provided by one or more additional 
partitions in a logically partitioned environment. 

5. The apparatus recited in claim 3, wherein the additional 
computer resources are provided by additional computer 
resources from a networked computer grid environment. 
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6. The apparatus recited in claim 3 wherein the manager 
adds additional computer resources based on determining 
the cost for usage of the additional computer resources. 

7. The apparatus recited in claim 2 wherein the manager 
gatherS Statistics of computing resources including addi 
tional computer resources if available for determining the 
alternative query access plan. 

8. A computer-implemented method in a System having at 
least one processor; a memory coupled to the at least one 
processor, a query optimizer residing in the memory and 
operable for defining a query access plan; and, a manager 
residing in the memory and executable by the at least one 
processor for evaluating a first query access plan for 
dynamically Selecting an alternative query access plan based 
on additional computer resources being available to run the 
alternative query access plan. 

9. A computer-implemented method in a System having at 
least one processor; a memory coupled to the at least one 
processor, a query optimizer residing in the memory and 
operable for defining a query access plan; and, a manager 
residing in the memory and executable by the at least one 
processor for evaluating a first query access plan for 
dynamically Selecting an alternative query access plan based 
on additional computer resources being available to run the 
alternative query access plan, and in response to at least a 
parameter value of the alternative query access plan exceed 
ing a parameter value of the first query access plan, whereby 
the alternative query access plan is improved over the first 
query access plan. 

10. The method recited in claim 9, further comprising 
having the manager dynamically add computer resources for 
running the dynamically Selected alternative query acceSS 
plan. 

11. The method recited in claim 10, wherein the additional 
computer resources are provided by one or more additional 
partitions in a logically partitioned environment. 

12. The method recited in claim 10, wherein the additional 
computer resources are provided by a networked computer 
grid environment. 

13. The method recited in claim 10, wherein the additional 
computer resources are added based on determining the cost 
for usage. 

14. The method recited in claim 10 wherein the manager 
gatherS Statistics of computing resources including addi 
tional computer resources if available for determining the 
alternative query access plan. 

15. A program product for use in a computer implemented 
process comprising: 

a manager residing in a memory and executable by the at 
least one processor for evaluating a first query acceSS 
plan for dynamically Selecting an alternative query 
access plan based on additional computer resources 
being available to run the alternative query access plan; 
and, 

a computer readable signal bearing media bearing the 
Scheduling manager. 

16. A program product for use in a computer implemented 
process comprising: 

a manager residing in the memory and executable by the 
at least one processor for evaluating a first query access 
plan for dynamically Selecting an alternative query 
access plan based on additional computer resources 
being available to run the alternative query access plan, 
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and in response to at least a parameter value of the 
alternative query access plan exceeding a parameter 
value of the first query access plan, whereby the 
alternative query access plan is improved over the first 
query access plan; and, 

a computer readable Signal bearing media bearing the 
Scheduling manager. 

17. The program product of claim 16 wherein the manager 
dynamically adds computer resources for running the 
dynamically Selected alternative query access plan. 

18. The program product of claim 17 wherein the manager 
dynamically adds the computer resources based on deter 
mining the cost for usage for the additional computer 
CSOUCCS. 

19. The program product of claim 17 wherein the manager 
gatherS Statistics of computing resources including addi 
tional computer resources if available for determining the 
alternative query access plan. 

20. A networked environment, comprising: 
a grid of computing resources, 
a request manager of the grid to receive requests of one or 

more customers for utilization of computing resources 
of the grid; 

one or more computer Systems of a customer coupled to 
the request manager, the one computer System com 
prising one or more processors, 

a memory coupled to at least the one processor of the one 
computer System; and, 

a manager residing in the memory and executable by the 
at least one processor for evaluating a first query access 
plan for dynamically Selecting an alternative query 
access plan based on additional computer resources 
being available to run the alternative query access plan, 
and in response to at least a parameter value of the 
alternative query access plan exceeding a parameter 
value of the first query access plan, whereby the 
alternative query access plan is improved over the first 
query access plan. 

21. The environment of claim 20 wherein the manager 
dynamically adds computer resources for running the 
dynamically Selected alternative query access plan. 

22. The environment of claim 21 wherein the manager 
dynamically adds the computer resources based on deter 
mining the cost for usage for the additional computer 
CSOUCCS. 

23. The environment of claim 20 wherein the manager 
gatherS Statistics of computing resources including addi 
tional computer resources if available for determining the 
alternative query access plan. 

24. A computer-implemented method for use in a net 
worked environment including a grid of computing 
resources, and a request manager of the grid to receive 
requests of one or more customers for utilization of com 
puting resources of the grid; wherein one or more computer 
Systems of a customer is coupled to the request manager and 
include one or more processors, a memory coupled to at 
least the one processor, an optimizer and, a manager residing 
in the memory and executable by the at least one processor 
for evaluating a first query access plan for dynamically 
Selecting an alternative query access plan based on addi 
tional computer resources being available to run the alter 
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native query access plan, and in response to at least a 
parameter value of the alternative query access plan exceed 
ing a parameter value of the first query access plan, whereby 
the alternative query access plan is improved over the first 
query access plan. 

25. The method of claim 24 wherein the manager dynami 
cally adds computer resources for running the dynamically 
Selected alternative query access plan. 

26. The method of claim 25 wherein the manager dynami 
cally adds the computer resources based on determining the 
cost for usage for the additional computer resources. 

27. The method of claim 24 wherein the manager gathers 
Statistics of computing resources including additional com 
puter resources if available for determining the alternative 
query access plan. 

28. A method of providing fee-based processing in a 
processor System, whereby fees are based on additional 
computer resources being added for enabling provision of 
alternative query access plans, the processor System includ 
ing at least one processor, a memory coupled to the at least 
one processor, a query optimizer residing in the memory and 
operable for defining a query access plan; and, a manager 
residing in the memory and executable by the at least one 
processor for evaluating a first query access plan for 
dynamically Selecting an alternative query access plan based 
on additional computer resources being available to run the 
alternative query access plan, and in response to at least a 
parameter value of the alternative query access plan exceed 
ing a parameter value of the first query access plan, whereby 
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the alternative query access plan is improved over the first 
query access plan; wherein the manager dynamically adds 
the computer resources for running the dynamically Selected 
alternative query access plan; and, wherein the manager 
dynamically adds the computer resources based on deter 
mining the cost for usage for the additional computer 
CSOUCCS. 

29. A computer program product for fee-based processing 
for in use in a computer-implemented process whereby fees 
are based on additional computer resources being added for 
enabling provision of alternative query access plans, the 
computer program product comprising: a medium readable 
by a computer and having computer program adapted for 
providing a manager residing in the memory and executable 
by the at least one processor for evaluating a first query 
access plan for dynamically Selecting an alternative query 
access plan based on additional computer resources being 
available to run the alternative query access plan, and in 
response to at least a parameter value of the alternative query 
access plan exceeding a parameter value of the first query 
access plan, whereby the alternative query access plan is 
improved over the first query access plan; wherein the 
manager dynamically adds the computer resources for run 
ning the dynamically Selected alternative query access plan; 
and, wherein the manager dynamically adds the computer 
resources based on determining the cost for usage for the 
additional computer resources. 
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